
Job 1 The Sovereignty of God &  Suffering:
1) Intro: What is your first reaction when an avalanche of 

suffering comes upon you?
•Do you tend to view yourself, life or others as the main source of 
the problem? 

•The Bible acknowledges that suffering is complex. 

2) E__________________ suffering.
a) Suffering occurs because our world is in an 
________________ state due to the effects of sin.

b) Suffering does not _________________.  It occurs to the 
righteous (the good people) and the wicked.

1) Sometimes we ____________________ because of our sin.
(See Galatians 4:7-10 & Proverbs 22:8)

2) Often there is no __________________ sin causing us to 
suffer. (See Job and John 9:1-7)
• Practical Questions: Do you expect to suffer or do you think you 

should be able to live a pain free life?

•Do you realize that your live in a suffering danger zone?  How 
does this effect the way you approach suffering?

3) E_______________ the Character & Sovereignty of God.
a) The S____________________ of God.

Definition of the Sovereignty of God: God is ___________________ 
in control of what happens in history.   Yet, he exercises that control 
in such a way that human beings are responsible for their choices 
and actions and the results of them. (See Proverbs 19:22 & Acts 
2:23)

b) God is ________________ and good. (Job 1:22)
•Job realized that he could  _________ God because he is holy and 

good. 
 
•This means that God has our best ______________ in mind even 

when we don’t understand what he is doing or why he is doing it.

•Practical Question: When you suffer do you believe God is good?

c) In order to believe both, we need to distinguish between God’s 
___________ and his ______________ or passive will.

•God’s Active Will: God actively does _________ in our world.  He 
does not actively do __________ or tempt anyone.  (See James 
1:13, 17 and 1 John 2:16)

•God’s Permissive Will: God also ________________ or permits sinful 
and evil actions to occur. (See Job 1:12 and Acts 2:23)

d) Why is this important?
•It helps us to believe that God is not actively bringing this harm upon.  

He _______________ the pain of suffering as much as we do. 
  
•It helps us to trust that God is ________________ and in control of 

our lives even when life feels out of control.  

•It helps us believe that God is allowing our suffering to happen for 
our ____________  benefit even if this seems hard to comprehend.

4) Cling to the _______________ of the cross and trust that 
God can use your suffering for good too!

•Practical Question: When you suffer, do you trust that God can 
ultimately use even the most difficult circumstances for your 
benefit?


